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1. Abstract 
 

In our paper we will extend the previously introduced “Excursion Prevention” concept for CDU improvement [2] toward 

the reduction of Edge Placement Errors (EPE) by additionally correcting the intra field overlay errors using the ZEISS 

ForTune system for a contact to gate application at a semi advanced, but still patterning critical node (k1~ 0.30). 

We will discuss the EPE budget for a critical contact to gate overlap case and compare both intra field, inter field and local 

variations. In particular, it will be shown how the interaction of remaining systematic intra- and hidden inter-field errors 

can create local EPE hotspots that are prone to result in patterning failures. By convoluting these systematic EPE errors 

with random across wafer and local EPE errors that have its origin in stochastic effects, we will predict patterning failure 

maps across wafer, where the EPE hotspots manifest itself in local failures and thus eventually yield stripes.  

Finally, we will discuss how the reduction of intra-field overlay and CDU by using ForTune mask tuning is able to 

dramatically reduce the EPE hotspots and thus help to prevent pattering failure and yield striping, even if other none-

perfection still should be present. We also will examine the impact of the co-application of intra field ForTune overlay 

(EPE) and inter field scanner GridMapper improvement to reduce the whole systematic error fingerprints to a negligible 

minimum. 

 

2. Introduction 
 

The reputation of state of the art logic foundries highly depend on predictability and credibility. High yields are very 

important to convince customers of the capability of the fab. However, more important than one or two percentage more 

yield is the Fab’s capability to deliver the committed yield and the numbers of wafers reliably. Any process excursion that 

reduces the yield significantly is catastrophic and undermines the trust of the customer into the Fab’s capability and 

reliability. Thus, advanced Fab’s trying everything to prevent any un-predicted yield losses (excursions). Leading edge 

foundries have a “Zero Excursion” mission as part of their fab strategy [1, 2].  

 

Excursions can have multiple root causes. In our work we concentrate on patterning excursions. In recent papers [3, 4] we 

introduced the “Excursion Prevention” concept for a metal patterning example by controlling the intra field CDU using 

the ZEISS ForTune CDC algorithm. In this paper, we will extend this concept to an inter layer application by reducing the 

EPE. This will be done by additionally correcting the intra field overlay using the regC algorithm at an EPE-critical contact 

to gate application.  

The final patterning result depends on multiple processes, like mask manufacturing, lithography imaging and overlay, etch 

transfer, but also design parameters like pattern density variation play an important role.  Usually, any of these processes 

is characterized by certain parameters that all have its own specification. If one parameter is moving out of optimum range, 

it’s usually not a problem as long as it still is within specification. However, the situation becomes different if more than 

one parameter deviates from its optimum condition, even if all these parameters are still meeting the specification. The 

interaction of these none-optimum parameters can shift the overall process and thus the patterning result out of the design 

tolerances and can result in patterning failures and yield loss. This is in particular the case if systematic signatures are 

present. 

 

The basic concept of excursion prevention at patterning is quite simple:  

• Think beyond specifications 
• Don’t accept systematic signatures. Try to correct them if any possible (e.g. intra field parameters with 

Fortune regC / CDC) 



 

 
 

 

 

3. Edge Placement Error (EPE) budget 
 

3.1 Short explanation of the Contact – Gate case 
 

Fig.1 illustrates the basic contact to gate configuration. The EPE is defined by the delta of an edge from its designed 

position. As an example, the design target position of the left edge of the contact A is identical with the center of the left 

gate (fig.1, left).  Fig. 1, middle, illustrates the EPE for that edge for the case of an overlay error between contact A and 

the gate.  For proper operation of the cell, some basic requirements are also requested by the design manual: 

 

• Contact A needs to have a minimum overlap to the gate (seen in fig. 1, middle).  
• Contact A must have a minimum overlap to the active 
• Both of the contacts are not allowed to touch the neighboring gates as illustrated with the red star 

 

It becomes clear, that the overall EPE that describes that patterning problem depends on both the gate and the contact CD 

as well on its relative location (= Contact – gate overlay). For our example, the maximum allowed EPE is defined by the 

required minimum overlap. As it is not our intention to do a comprehensive analysis for the overall Contact to Gate 

patterning, we just concentrate on the contact A configuration. However, we need to keep in mind that other requirements 

that are not covered by our case study can restrict the allowed variability as well. As illustrated at the right drawing of 

fig.1, an increase of the gate CD will help to have enough overlap over the middle gate, however, this can result in a short 

between contact B and the right neighboring gate. 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Principle drawing of the Contact – gate cell configuration. Left: design target. Middle: minimum required overlap 

of the gate and definition of EPE. Right: increase of the gate CD can result in a short between the contact and the gate 

 

3.2 EPE contributors and how to add them together 
 

Both CD and overlay can be separated into different terms that contribute to the final number:  

 

• Across wafer variability (scanner, wafer-track, etch impact) 
• Across field variability (reticle, scanner intra field uniformity/lens aberration, scanner stage dynamics) 
• Local variability (in difference to EUV, in DUV shot noise is not an issue. Instead it is primarily resist process 

stochastics). Stochastic effects can have both a placement component (Local Placement Error=LPE and a 
CD component (e.g. Line Edge Roughness (LER) for the gate lines). Fig 2 shows an example for local CD 
variation of contacts. 

• OPC errors (OPC model accuracy, scanner illumination, reticle) 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Example for local shape and CD variability of contacts 

 

The OPC-error as well as the local variability are the same at every field and everywhere on the wafer. They are correlated 

to the field and wafer term and need to be added to the other terms as sum as a consequence [5]. The wafer and field terms 

can be both correlated and uncorrelated. An example for two correlated parameters are a systematic reticle fingerprint in 

conjunction with a systematic CD roll off (e.g. etch induced) toward the wafer edge. On the other hand, stage MSD and 

reticle heating as variable intra field parameters and across wafer terms like dose variability or resist thickness variation 

are clearly uncorrelated. But anyway, it’s common to consider field and wafer terms as uncorrelated und thus add it by root 

sum square (rss), as proposed by Jan Mulkins [5]. We only need to keep in mind that this assumption may be violated as 

systematic signatures are present. Also discussed in [5], for most advanced nodes (<10nm), the local variability needs to 

be budgeted with a 6-number (sometime even 7) instead the usual 3-number used for field and wafer terms. This is 

due to the stochastic nature of the fail mechanism and the huge number of contacts or other critical design components. 

For semi advanced, though still critical designs it is enough to take a 5-number. As our case study just considers the 

design construct A, we can neglect the OPC term. Consequently, the maximum EPE is described by the formula:  

 

 
 

Formula 1: Calculation of the overall EPE budget (max EPE) 

 

3.3 Intra field EPE budget 
 

For wafer Fab’s, the EPE budget is used to create process assumptions (PA). PA’s are needed to define the allowed 

variability for a certain process and design feature where the design still needs to work. Let’s assume we would get a max 

EPE of 8nm for our contact to gate overlap case and this number is used as PA. That means that the design still would 

work properly for all EPE’s < 8nm. If the EPE would exceed the 8nm limit, we would have the risk of a patterning failure 

and resulting yield loss. To get realistic PA’s, we need not just consider the best we can achieve, e.g. mask registrations 

<2nm. Instead, the PA’s need to represent the allowed variability of the individual input parameters.   

At a first step, we focus on the intra field part. Intra field is this part of the EPE that we can correct by our Fortune regC 

/CDC application. Fig.1 shows the variability and the corresponding intra field budget for an optimum (well controlled) 

case and an “elevated case representing the typical variability of the input parameters. In particular for mask to mask (mtm) 

overlay, we see quite some difference. To include the lens aberration impact on overlay is quite common on memory 

applications, as different and aggressive illumination schemes for the critical layers can result in different feature shifts 

compared to overlay metrology markers. In logic, such shifts are present as well, though at a lesser magnitude. As the shift 

is feature specific in addition, it is not easy to compensate. However, if the illumination and the spatial content of the 

design is quite different (as for our gate and contact layers), we also have a feature independent aberration induced shift 

that we include in our budget calculation. 

About 70% of the intra field EPE budget is kind of systematic and thus possible to get improved by Fortune regC / CDC. 

The elevated case that represents the allowed variability now is used to calculate the overall process assumptions.     

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.3: Table with well controlled and elevated intra field numbers and the resulting intra field budget 

 

3.4 Overall EPE budget 
 

In the next step, we take the intra field budget for the elevated case from fig.3 and calculate the overall EPE max (formula 

1). Fig.4 (left) shows that overall budget. As we can see from the left column of fig.4, the budget is dominated by local 

variability and the intra field part is rather small. If we separate the intra field part into the random and systematic, we 

obtain a correctable part of even less than 10% which can be improved by Fortune regC / CDC. The question may come 

up if the Fortune affords still make sense. We have two answers on that question: 

• At critical designs, every half a nm improvement matters, 
• Due to its systematic nature, the correctable part may be a bit under-represented in the budget.  

 

 
 

Fig.4: Overall EPE budget for our contact – gate design construct 

 

3.5 Budget verification by a test chip 
 

Once the PA’s are established, it is common to use special test-chips to check if the PA’s are appropriate or not. Fig.5 (left), 

shows such a test chip result for EPE critical pattern. Although the number of overlap critical design constructs at this test 

chip is limited and much lower than we have to expect later on real products, we saw some unexpected fails. The fails pre-

dominantly happened in two areas of the wafer with a kind of field signature at the right wafer area. The team checked all 

critical parameters that could lead to such a failure but nothing was found. Across field overlay was a bit high as the mask 

registration of both of the masks were more in the upper part of the population, but in conjunction with perfect overlay this 

alone could not explain the failures (fig.5, right two plots). 

 



 

 
 

 

 
Fig.5: Test chip fails of EPE critical pattern and corresponding intra field and across wafer overlay maps 

 

Since a couple of years it’s known that etch can has a tremendous impact on overlay (several nm) at the extreme wafer 

edge [6]. However it never was reported that such a shift also can happen in the inner part of the wafer. Within the 

troubleshooting process, the overlay post etch was measured at the same wafers as at Litho. It was found that etch can shift 

the overlay in the “donut” region of the wafer as well with errors up to 1.5nm. The error is very systematic and shows a 

concentric shape (fig.6, left). If we now overlay the systematic field fingerprint from fig.5, in particular the bigger negative 

vectors at the left field edge (orange marked in fig.6) with the etch induced wafer fingerprint, the resulting vector (red) 

becomes big at the right side of the wafer but remains small (opposite sign of field and wafer vectors) at the left side of the 

wafer. Vice versa, positive field vectors result in bigger vectors at the left side of the wafer. If we now calculated the 

resulting systematic overlay vectors (wafer + field) along the white dotted line and add the systematic CD contribution to 

the EPE from gate and contact, we get the systematic EPE plot across wafer where EPE = abs (OVL) + CD gate +               

CD contact. The EPE spikes on the right side are bigger than on the left side because of the bigger negative vectors in the 

field fingerprint.  

 

 
 

Fig.6: Etch induced concentric OVL-error map and schematic overlap with field vectors (left) and resulting systematic 

EPE across wafer map (right) 

 

The obtained failure map we at the test chip is a result of a classical excursion: Elevated systematic field OVL (though still 

in spec) in conjunction with a “hidden” etch induced overlay map drove the process out of the allowed (EPE) tolerances.  

 

4. Simulation of patterning failures for real products 
 

4.1 Methodology of the simulation 
 

To understand what that means for product reticles which can have much more critical sites than the test chip (2 orders of 

magnitude or more), we calculated the probability that the 10nm EPE limit is exceeded for different field sizes and 

accordingly different number of critical sites.  

• In a first step, we calculated the systematic EPE like we did in fig.6 along the white line for the whole wafer 
at a 2 x 2mm grid. As all signatures are symmetric with respect to the x-axis, we just did it for the half of the 



 

 
 

 

wafer.  
• At a second step, we calculated the probability for exceeding a certain EPE for the (3) random across wafer 

and field EPE variability plus the (5) local EPE variability due to stochastics shown as the blue line in Fig.7. 
The y-coordinate for the defined cut-point of 10nm EPE limit (red line) is then identical with the fail 

probability for a single EPE critical site (10-9 in this example). If a systematic EPE is present, the origin of 
the curve shifts to right on the x-axis as illustrated in fig. 7, brownish line. As we can see, the fail probability 
for that extreme systematic EPE is five orders of magnitude higher than for the case without any systematic 
EPE.  

• Depending on the number of critical sites and field size, the fail probability for a single chip can be 
calculated as indicated by the blue or red horizontal lines.    

 

 
Fig.7: Probability for a single EPE critical site to exceed a certain EPE and related fail probability at a 10nm EPE limit 

 

4.2 Simulated failure map for two different cases 
 

Fig.8 shows the patterning failure map across wafer for a 2 x 2mm die containing 5 x 104 EPE critical sites, together with 

the mean field fail map. As expected, the fails preferably happen in the two donut areas of the wafer, where the right side 

is heavier affected. In this fail area a clear field signature is visible with the left field edges dominating the fail map. Single 

dies even exceed the 10% fail probability.  

Fig. 9 shows the patterning failure map for dies that are 40 times bigger (10 x 16mm) but having the same density of EPE 

critical sites ( overall = 2 x 106). We used the same intra field overlay and CD-map to calculate the systematic EPE map. 

As we can see, the overall fail rate (2% vs. <0.1%) is much higher with the right donut area having many dies with loss >5% 

and two dies even exceeding 20%. A very strong field map which is a result of the intra field overlay map and its super-

position with the across wafer overlay map is seen as well. It becomes clear that a strong reduction of the fail probability 

is needed. In particular it’s interesting how much reduction is possible with the intra field improvement with Fortune regC 

/CDC alone without addressing the hidden etch induced overlay map across wafer. 

 

 
 

Fig.8: Patterning failure map across wafer and field for 2 x 2 mm dies having 5 x 104 critical sites 

 



 

 
 

 

 

        
 

Fig.9: Patterning failure map across wafer and field for 10 x16 mm dies having 5 x 106 critical sites 

 

 

 

5. Intra field improvement using ForTune regC /CDC 
 

5.1 Equipment and working principle 
 

Fig.10 shows the working principle of the ZEISS CDC tool [4, 5]. Let’s assume two areas within the image field which 

have a significantly different CD on wafer (dotted lines at wafer level). The CDC tool uses a femtosecond laser that will 

introduce shading elements (pixels) to make the two CD’s on wafer equal. The area with a low trench CD (center) only 

gets a very sparse or no distribution of pixels whereas the area with the high trench CD (right area) needs a very dense 

sampling. During exposure, a big part of the light is scattered out of the lens pupil in the dense shading case whereas the 

amount light scattered away in the spare sampling case is minor. If calibrated properly, the final CD’s on the wafer are 

identical.  

The principle of the overlay improvement is seen in Fig.11 and 12.  The same laser is used as at the CDC algorithm, 

however, different types of pixels are used. These pixels can create stress in the bulk material that shifts the pattern away 

from its original position. Fig 12, (left) shows a local non-linear overlay error that cannot be corrected by the scanner. The 

regC algorithm now creates a pattern shift that is inverse to that none-linear error (middle). The result is then a linear 

pattern displacement (right) that easily can be corrected by the scanner. 

 

 
 

Fig.10: Working principle of the ForTune CDC algorithm 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Working principle of the ForTune regC algorithm 

 

 

 
 

Fig.12: Principle of transferring a none-linear overlay error into a linear error by ForTune regC 

 

 

 

 
5.2 EPE improvement by regC / CDC  

 
Fig.10 shows the intra field overlay map of for the following cases: 

• Initial map that was used to calculate the failure maps (left), 
• Simulated map using scanner GridMapper (GM), 15par model (middle),  
• ForTune regC simulated map 

 

The corresponding overlay maps and achieved results are summarized in Fig.13. 

 
 

Fig.13: Intra field overlay improvement by GridMapper and ForTune regC, together with the intra field EPE budget 

improvement by ForTune regC / CDC 

 

Again, the x-coordinate is the one of interest for our study. The improvement by GM was 10% and thus a bit less than we 

regularly know for similar cases. With regC it’s possible to reduce the 3-number from 1.63 toward 0.44nm. This is roughly 



 

 
 

 

70% improvement! An additional CDC correction of both the gate and contact CDU reduces the CD contribution to the 

intra field budget from 0.79 to 0.28. Fig.13, right graph compares the intra field CDU budget pre and post ForTune 

improvement. Whereas the systematic part originally was dominating, it now is just in the order of 20% of the budget. 

In the next step, we take the new intra field numbers and combine it with the across wafer and local part, as done before 

(fig.14, left). The result is everything but encouraging: the overall budget improvement is just 0.37nm. Although we were 

quite happy with the magnitude of intra field improvement, the overall budget is not reduced much. However, the test chip 

experience (on wafer result) showed a kind of intra field signature, which was supported by the simulation result. Thus, 

we believe that it would be probably closer to reality if we would treat the systematic part of the intra field EPE as 

correlated, in particular due to its systematic interaction with the etch induced across wafer overlay fingerprint (fig.14, 

right). Now the improvement would be in the order of 1nm and thus promise a significant failure reduction. 

Fig. 15 compares the 1D-EPE plot out of figure 6 across wafer pre and post Fortune. We clearly can see that the EPE spikes 

are pretty much gone. It’s just the across wafer “hidden” OVL-error that dominates the plot.  

 

 
 

Fig.14: Overall EPE pre and post ForTune regC and CDC improvement. Left: considering all intra field terms as un-

correlated to wafer term, and right: considering the systematic part as correlated to the wafer term 

 

 
 

Fig.15: 1D-plot of the systematic EPE across the wafer (left-right); initial vs. post ForTune 

 

5.3 Simulated failure rate reduction post ForTune regC (CDC) 
  

In the next step, we applied the same methodology we have described in section 4 for the original EPE map to the post 

regC case out of fig.15. The result is seen in Fig.16. The overall failure rate is negligible with <0.01%. We just have few 

single fail sites in the donut areas, all at the lowest fail bin. The stacked field signature looks completely clean. If we 

additionally do CDC, just one failing site remains (not seen here). More interesting is the situation for the big dies having 

2 million critical sites. As we can see in fig.17, the overall failure rate for that extreme case was reduced from roughly 2% 

toward 0.2%, representing an order of magnitude improvement. Although the systematic, “hidden” etch induced overlay 



 

 
 

 

errors that was not known when the technology development was started still is present, there are only a few dies left that 

are slightly above 1% failure probability. Such low failure rates hardly will be seen at a real production environment. Thus, 

removing the across field systematic EPE fingerprint reduces the risk of an excursion dramatically even if certain “hidden” 

errors or other parameter imperfections in the same order of magnitude would be present. 

 

 
 

Fig.16: Post ForTune regC failure rate across wafer, together with the stacked field failure map 

 

 

    
 
Fig.17: Fail rate reduction by Fortune regC / CDC: left: before and right after ForTune fail rate across wafer for big dies 

(2 x 106 EPE critical sites) 

 

To become completely safe, the scanner inter layer GridMapper was used to minimize the etch induced overlay across 

wafer, additionally to the intra field ForTune improvement. The max etch induced errors could be reduced from originally 

1.5nm to roughly 0.5nm. Thus, the EPE signature now becomes nearly completely flat and the failure map is clean with 

<0.01% mean fails (not seen here), even for the worst case (2 x 106 EPE critical sites). It was proven that the correction of 

all systematic errors, in particular the systematic across field and wafer OVL-errors by co-operation of the ForTune regC 

(CDC) and the scanner GridMapper can move the patterning result into a safe area away from any patterning excursion 

risk. 

 
6. Summary /Conclusions 

 

We explained the excursion prevention concept “think beyond specifications and remove systematic signature wherever 

possible” for a contact – gate example from a semi – advanced technology node (minimum k1 around 0.31). We did an 

EPE case study for an overlap critical design construct and calculated process assumptions (PA’s) for the most critical 

overlap case. The EPE budget was dominated by local variations that are due to stochastic effects, whereas the intra field 

part was rather small (<10%) and dominated by overlay. During the verification of the PA’s by a test chip that contained 

overlap critical EPE sites we experienced some none understood patterning failures that showed both a wafer and field 

signature. It was found that the errors correlated to a hidden etch induced overlay error across wafer and its interaction 

with the systematic across field EPE fingerprint. After the calculation of the resulting EPE map across wafer (field + wafer 

terms) and based on the measured random EPE terms, we were able to calculate the across wafer and field patterning 

failure map in dependency of the number of EPE critical sites. For big dies with a high number of critical sites we found 

an average fail rate of two percent with locally exceeding even 20%. These numbers would represent a classical excursion. 



 

 
 

 

After we reduced the intra field EPE fingerprint by 70% by ForTune regC (+ CDC to a lesser extend), we could reduce the 

number of failures by roughly an order of magnitude. Thus, we could reduce the risk of a patterning EPE related Excursion 

dramatically, even if other parameter imperfections (like the “hidden” overlay error across wafer) still is present. 
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